
“Now quality processes only require 2/3 
the time they used to, with improved 
accuracy, data retrievability and
readability.”

Joe Lendway, Quality Assurance Manager
Top Tool Company, Minneapolis, MN

Quality down to the Micron at Top Tool 
 Top Tool (Mpls., MN) makes tiny parts. Many are micro components with complex 
geometries and tight tolerances for the medical, defense, energy and electronics industries. Its 
attention to detail and flawless precision-stamped components earned it Quality Magazine’s 2013 
Plant of the Year award. Earlier in the year, Top Tool achieved its ISO 13485 Certification. 
 “We have to be nimble and exacting,” says Quality Assurance Manager, Joe Lendway. 
“In our current production schedule, we’re running 40 different parts through the shop. Some are 
made of ultra-thin platinum iridium, pure gold, silver foil or mylar.”
 The mission of Top Tool’s 32 employees is flawless precision-stamped components. They 
achieve a return rate of just .04%. “Our world is predominately business-card size parts or smaller. 
We make a lot of parts where if you drop it on the floor, you’re not going to find it again,” says 
Lendway.  
 The company updated its quality processes in 2009. After installing Exact JobBOSS as its ERP 
System, Top Tool implemented JobBOSS Quality by uniPoint, a compliance system for managing 
quality control and continuous improvement. “uniPoint integrates with JobBOSS, which is very 
helpful,” says Lendway. As business partners, uniPoint and JobBOSS have 500+ joint customers 
running its integrated ERP/QMS solution.
 Consolidation of its record keeping was an early benefit. JobBOSS Quality’s core module 
automated and consolidated nonconformance and document control, corrective action, 
customer service and change requests. According to Lendway, it improved NC tracking and 
moved document control off Excel spreadsheets into something more robust and integrated. 
 Now four years later, several benefits are quantifiable.  “Now quality processes only require 
2/3 the time they used to, with improved accuracy, data retrievability and readability,” he says. 
“The accuracy and readability of inspection record keeping has improved 200%. It’s easier to 
read and retrieve inspection records because it’s all electronic, available in moments versus 
finding a file in a back room.”
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 The system allows them to spend 15% 
less time on documentation control activities  
compared to 
their previous 
manual system. 
“It drastically 
simplified our 
tooling inventory 
process. When a 
customer wants 
to know how 
many of their tools we have and what’s the status, 
it’s all there at our fingertips.”
 Because of its customers’ exacting quality 
requirements, Top Tool wanted customized  
functionality for tracking engineering change and 
process change requests. “uniPoint developed a 
custom module that met our specs, and did it at a 
reasonable price,” says Lendway. 
 Top Tool’s most recent hurdle—achieving 
ISO 13485 Certification—took 18 months. JobBOSS 
Quality assisted along the way. Their record 
keeping and document control system was totally 
compatible with the requirements for 13485. No 
changes were necessary.
 Would he choose the system again? 
Lendway says yes, because  it suits their business 
model. “We’re a job shop making components for 
many customers. There are a lot of quality systems 
out there, but this one is built for the manufacturer 
of components, where the fluctuating number and 
type of jobs, the velocity of production and ubiquity 
of change are the only constants. . . . It’s a wild 
pace.” 

THE COMPANY

Founded in 1966, Top Tool Company is a 
precision metal stamping manufacturer 
known for exceptional quality. They pro-
duce micro components for the medical, 
defense, energy and electronics indus-
tries. 

THE ISSUE

Top Tool’s manual system and reliance 
on Excel spreadsheets impaired effi-
ciency. It needed a quality system suited 
to its fast-paced, quality-driven environ-
ment, one that integrated with its Job-
BOSS ERP system. 

THE SOLUTION

Top Tool implemented JobBOSS Quality 
by uniPoint to automate and streamline 
its quality system, record keeping, docu-
mentation, and metrics. uniPoint provid-
ed a custom module for tracking engi-
neering change and process change 
requests.

THE RESULTS

•Quality Magazine’s 2013 Plant of the 

Year award

•ISO 13485 Certification in 2013

•Quality processes in 2/3 the time, with 

improved accuracy, data retrievability 

and readability

•Inspection record keeping 200% faster

•15% less time on documentation
  
  


